Sonication-assisted Layer-by-Layer self-assembly nanoparticles for resveratrol delivery.
This paper advances the development of a novel drug nanodelivery solution to the oral administration of resveratrol (RSV), a low soluble drug whose recognized therapeutic applications are circumscribed when administered in the free compound form. Layer-by-Layer (LbL) self-assembly is an emergent nanotechnology proposed to address this concern with means to afford control over key formulation parameters, which are able to ultimately promote an improved pharmacokinetics. LbL self-assembly consists in the sequential adsorption of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes upon a low soluble drug nanoparticle (NP) template, giving rise to onion-like multilayered nanoarchitectures. In this work, RSV nanoprecipitation followed by LbL self-assembly of polyelectrolytes, led by a washless approach, was carried out by using the cationic poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and the anionic dextran sulfate (DS) as polyelectrolytes towards the nanoencapsulation of RSV. Each saturated polyelectrolyte layer deposition involved the rigorous polyelectrolyte concentration assessment which was accomplished by tracing titration curves. This way, aqueous RSV nanocores and RSV LbL nanoformulations with a distinct number of PAH/DS bilayers were developed, including 2.5 (RSV-(PAH/DS)2.5 NPs), 5.5 (RSV-(PAH/DS)5.5 NPs) and 7.5 (RSV-(PAH/DS)7.5 NPs) bilayered nanoformulations. Homogenous particle size distributions at the desired nanoscale interval (ca. 116-220 nm; polydispersity index below 0.15), good colloidal (zeta potential magnitudes ca. ± 20-30 mV) and chemical stabilizations, high encapsulation efficiency (above 90%) together with an excellent cytocompatibility with Caco-2 cells (cell viability above 90%) were observed for all the nanoformulations. Eventfully, LbL NPs promoted a controlled release of RSV pursuant to the number of polyelectrolyte bilayers under simulated gastrointestinal conditions, particularly in the intestine medium, emphasizing their biopharmaceutical advantage. Our findings manifestly pinpoint that LbL PAH/DS NPs constitute a promising nanodelivery system for the oral delivery of RSV, providing a rational strategy to enlarge the implementation range of this interesting polyphenol, which is possibly the most actively investigated phytochemical worldwide.